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Endorsed Resources from Hodder Education
Cambridge Assessment
International Education
For over 25 years we have worked with
Cambridge International to bring you endorsed
resources that support teaching and learning for
almost all subjects and levels in the Cambridge Pathway.
Our resources go through a rigorous quality-assurance
process to ensure they are appropriate for Cambridge
International schools worldwide. Endorsed resources are
clearly displayed throughout the catalogue.

International Baccalaureate
We support IB schools across the continuum
with a range of unique and innovative
resources that are aligned with the IB’s
values of encouraging both personal
and academic achievement. We have been publishing
in cooperation with the IB since 2014 with our MYP by
Concept 4-5 series and have now expanded this to include
our Diploma titles. Our co-published titles are easily
recognisable with this logo and can be found throughout.

Created with teachers and students in
schools across the globe, Boost is the next
generation in digital learning for schools,
bringing quality content and new technology
together in one interactive website.
Boost Subscription
Included in your Boost Core subscription you will find a range of resources such as: eBook access
for teacher use, customisable unit planners, student activities, teaching notes, editable PowerPoints,
interactive tests and much more.
Boost eBooks – Trial free for 30 days
Interactive, engaging and completely flexible, Boost eBooks use the latest research and technologies to
provide the very best learning experience for students. They can be downloaded
onto any device and used in the classroom, at home or on the move.
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Dynamic Learning
Please note our digital Dynamic Learning resources are still
available and details of these can be found within the catalogue.
To find out more, head to hoddereducation.com/dynamiclearning

Available via Dynamic Learning

LOWER SECONDARY

Cambridge Checkpoint Lower Secondary English
Written by experienced author John Reynolds, this series offers full coverage of the new Cambridge Lower Secondary English curriculum
framework (0861).
• Boost confidence and test understanding with questions in each chapter that help to consolidate learning.
• Develop key concepts and skills with linked exercises to help with grammar, punctuation, spelling and vocabulary.
• Engage learners by cultivating a love of reading with diverse and wide-ranging texts to inspire learners on their reading journey.
• Cater for all with a series that has been written to ensure it is appropriate for learners from around the world.

We are
working with
Cambridge
Assessment
International
Education
to gain
endorsement
for these
forthcoming
titles.

£19.50

£19.50

PRINT

£19.50

PRINT

PRINT

Cambridge Checkpoint Lower Secondary English
Student’s Book 7 | John Reynolds | 9781398300163 |
Mar-21 | £19.50

Cambridge Checkpoint Lower Secondary English
Student’s Book 8 | John Reynolds | 9781398301849 |
Jun-21 | £19.50

Cambridge Checkpoint Lower Secondary English
Student’s Book 9 | John Reynolds | 9781398301894 |
Aug-21 | £19.50

Workbook | 9781398301337 | Mar-21 | £7.25

Workbook | 9781398301344 | Jun-21 | £7.25

Workbook | 9781398301368 | Aug-21 | £7.25

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

Boost eBook | 9781398301832 | Apr-21 | £13 (1 year
access)

Boost eBook | 9781398301887 | Jul-21 | £13
(1 year access)

Boost eBook | 9781398301931 | Sep-21 | £13
(1 year access)

Teacher’s Guide with Boost Subscription |
9781398300668 | Jul-21 | £125 + VAT for access until
2026

Teacher’s Guide with Boost Subscription |
9781398300675 | Jul-21 | £125 + VAT for access until
2026

Teacher’s Guide with Boost Subscription |
9781398300682 | Aug-21 | £125 + VAT for access until
2026

hoddereducation.co.uk/Cambridge-checkpoint-English
Keep up-to-date: get the latest news and free samples by signing up to our eUpdates: hoddereducation.com/eupdates
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IB MYP
OCR

Language & Literature for the IB MYP
Develop your skills to become an inquiring learner; ensure you navigate the MYP framework with confidence using a concept-driven and
assessment-focused approach to Language and Literature presented in global contexts.
• Learn by asking questions with a statement of inquiry within each chapter.
• Prepare for every aspect of assessment using support and tasks designed by experienced educators.
• Understand how to extend learning through research projects and interdisciplinary opportunities.

£18.50

£18.50

PRINT

PRINT

Language & Literature for the IB MYP 1
Student Book | Zara Kaiserimam,
Ana de Castro | 9781471880735 | £18.50
DIGITAL

Language & Literature for the IB MYP
2 Student Book | Zara Kaiserimam |
9781471880797 | £18.50
DIGITAL

PRINT

Language & Literature for the IB MYP
3 Student Book | Zara Kaiserimam |
9781471880858 | £18.50
DIGITAL

£35
PRINT

ENDORSED

Language & Literature for the IB MYP
4 & 5 | Gillian Ashworth | 9781471841668
| £35
DIGITAL

Boost eBook | 9781398334120 | Mar-21 |
£12.50 (1 year access)

Boost eBook | 9781398334137 | Mar-21 |
£12.50 (1 year access)

Boost eBook | 9781398334144 | Mar-21 |
£12.50 (1 year access)

Boost eBook | 9781398343542 | Nov-21
| £17.50

Boost Core Subscription |
9781398341234 | Mar-21 | £300

Boost Core Subscription |
9781398341241 | Mar-21 | £300

Boost Core Subscription |
9781398341258 | Mar-21 | £300

Boost Core Subscription |
9781398343559 | Nov-21 | £350

hoddereducation.co.uk/ib-myp-by-concept
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£18.50

How to order:

international.catalogue@hoddereducation.com

Shakespeare Graphics

Develop a love for poetry with the trusted
Touchstones series. This diverse selection of
over 150 poems features thought-provoking
contemporary voices and much-loved
favourites.

Using a carefully edited text and a unique
cartoon-strip format to link important passages,
A Midsummer Night’s Dream has been brought
to life, making it accessible to students of all
abilities.

£21.99

£9.99

PRINT

PRINT

Touchstones: A Teaching Anthology of Poetry | Michael
Benton, Peter Benton | 9781510476486 | Jan-21 | £21.99

Shakespeare Graphics: A Midsummer Night’s Dream |
Phil Page, Marilyn Pettit | 9780340849361 | £9.99

Globe Education
Shorter Shakespeare

SECONDARY

Touchstones

Get straight to the heart of Shakespeare’s
most popular plays. Students’ confidence and
understanding develop faster as they explore
the plot, themes and Shakespeare’s language,
which is supported throughout the abridged
play texts from Globe Education.

£8.50
PRINT

Macbeth | 9781471896675 | £8.50
A Midsummer Night’s Dream | 9781471893759 | £8.50
Much Ado About Nothing | 9781471899171 | £8.50
Romeo and Juliet | 9781471896682 | £8.50
Twelfth Night | 9781471896699 | £8.50
Teaching and Learning Resources | 9781510404441

hoddereducation.co.uk/shortershakespeare
Keep up-to-date: get the latest news and free samples by signing up to our eUpdates: hoddereducation.com/eupdates
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IGCSE / O LEVEL
OCR

Cambridge IGCSETM and O Level English
Inspire students with a new theme-based approach while supporting
them with practical advice and accessible explanations. Ensure coverage
of the Cambridge IGCSETM First Language English syllabus (0500/0990)
for examination from 2020 with a fully updated Student’s Book and
additional resources, written by an experienced author and examiner.

The Cambridge IGCSETM and O Level Literature in English resources
provide students with a clear structured route through IGCSE / O Level
with opportunities to assess their own progress, as well as reflect on and
discuss new ideas and concepts. These resources offer an international
approach with a variety of text extracts from around the world.

Cambridge IGCSE First
Language English and
Cambridge O Level
English are endorsed by
Cambridge International. IGCSE
and O Level Literature in English is
not endorsed. Study and Revision
Guides have not been through the
endorsement process.

£26.75
PRINT

£27

ENDORSED

PRINT

Cambridge IGCSE First Language English Fourth Edition | John Reynolds
| 9781510421318 | £26.75
Workbook Second Edition | 9781510421325 | £7.75
NOT ENDORSED

Study & Revision Guide Third Edition | 9781510421349 | £14.50
DIGITAL

Boost eBook | 9781398333789 | Mar-21 | £13.50 (1 year access)
Teacher’s Guide with Boost Subscription | 9781398340954 | Mar-21 | £200

hoddereducation.co.uk/cambridgeigcseenglish
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How to order:

international.catalogue@hoddereducation.com

Cambridge IGCSE and O Level
Literature in English | Rose Forshaw,
Geoff Case | 9781398317512 | Mar-21 |
£27
DIGITAL

Boost eBook | 9781398317130 | Apr-21 |
£13.50 (1 year access)
Teacher’s Guide with Boost
Subscription | 9781398317529 | May-21 |
£125 + VAT for access until 2026

£25.75
PRINT

ENDORSED

Cambridge O Level English | John
Reynolds, Patricia Acres | 9781471868634
| £25.75
DIGITAL

Student eTextbook | 9781471868665 |
£17 + VAT (1 year) £25.75 + VAT (2 years)

GCSE

Study and Revise for GCSE
Enable students to achieve their best grade in GCSE English Literature with this year-round course companion; designed to instil in-depth textual
understanding as students read, analyse and revise throughout the course.

£10.50

£10.50

PRINT

PRINT

AQA Poetry Anthology: Love and Relationships | Jo Gracey-Walker | 9781471853760 |
£10.50

Blood Brothers | Kevin Radford | 9781471853579 | £10.50

AQA Poetry Anthology: Power and Conflict | Margaret Newman, Jo Gracey-Walker |
9781471853562 | £10.50

Great Expectations | Peter Morrisson | 9781471853593 | £10.50

A Christmas Carol | Sue Bennett | 9781471853524 | £10.50

Frankenstein | Andrew Green | 9781471853586 | £10.50
The History Boys | Sue Bennett, Dave Stockwin | 9781471853678 | £10.50

An Inspector Calls | David James | 9781471853531 | £10.50

hoddereducation.co.uk/studyandrevise
Keep up-to-date: get the latest news and free samples by signing up to our eUpdates: hoddereducation.com/eupdates
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GCSE

Study and Revise for GCSE

£10.50

£10.50

PRINT

PRINT

Lord of the Flies | Robert Francis | 9781471853616 | £10.50

Pride and Prejudice | Shelagh Hubbard | 9781471853654 | £10.50

Macbeth | Shelagh Hubbard | 9781471853623 | £10.50

Romeo and Juliet | Jane Sheldon | 9781471853661 | £10.50

Much Ado About Nothing | Mike Jones | 9781471853630 | £10.50

The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde | Margaret Mulheran | 9781471853685 |
£10.50

Never Let Me Go | Susan Elkin, Sue Bennett, Dave Stockwin | 9781471853647 | £10.50

The War of the Worlds | Peter Morrisson | 9781471853708 | £10.50

hoddereducation.co.uk/studyandrevise
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How to order:

international.catalogue@hoddereducation.com

AS & A LEVEL

Study and Revise for AS/A-level
Enable students to achieve their best grade in AS/A-level English Literature with this year-round course companion; designed to instil in-depth
textual understanding as students read, analyse and revise throughout the course.

£10.50

£10.50

PRINT

£10.50

PRINT

PRINT

AQA Anthology: love poetry through the ages | Luke McBratney |
9781471853838 | £10.50

A Streetcar Named Desire | Nicola Onyett | 9781471853739 | £10.50

Pearson Edexcel Poems of the Decade | Richard Vardy |
9781510452695 | £10.50

The Duchess of Malfi | Peter Morrisson | 9781471854040 | £10.50

Seamus Heaney: New Selected Poems, 1966-1987 | Luke
McBratney | 9781471853951 | £10.50

Atonement David James | 9781471853807 | £10.50
The Great Gatsby | Anne Crow | 9781471854071 | £10.50

The Handmaid’s Tale | Nicola
Onyett | 9781471854101 | £10.50
King Lear | Martin Old |
9781471853869 | £10.50

A Room with a View | Susan Elkin | 9781471853692 | £10.50

hoddereducation.co.uk/studyandrevise
Keep up-to-date: get the latest news and free samples by signing up to our eUpdates: hoddereducation.com/eupdates
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AS & A LEVEL

Study and Revise for AS/A-level

£10.50
£10.50
PRINT

£10.50

PRINT
Measure
for Measure | Anne Crow | 9781471853890 | £10.50
Measure
for Measure
Anne Crow | 9781471853890
| £10.50
Othello | Pete
Bunten || 9781471853920
| £10.50

The Tempest | Steve Eddy | 9781471854163 | £10.50

PRINT

OthelloHill
| Pete
Bunten
| 9781471853920
| £10.50
Skirrid
| Luke
McBratney,
Nicola Onyett
| 9781471853982 | £10.50
Skirrid
Hill
|
Luke
McBratney,
Nicola
Onyett
| 9781471853982
The Taming of the Shrew | Martin Old, Nicola
Onyett, Luke | £10.50
McBratney
|
9781471854132
|
£10.50
The Taming of the Shrew | Martin Old, Nicola Onyett, Luke

Tess of the D’Urbervilles | Mark Asquith, Luke McBratney |
9781471854019 | £10.50
Top Girls | Shaun McCarthy, Luke McBratney | 9781471854255 |
£10.50
The Wife of Bath’s Prologue and Tale | Richard Swan, Nicola Onyett,
Luke McBratney | 9781471854194 | £10.50

hoddereducation.co.uk/studyandrevise
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How to order:

international.catalogue@hoddereducation.com

£10.50
PRINT

The Winter’s Tale | Martin Old |
9781471854224 | | £10.50
Wuthering Heights | Andrew
Green | 9781471854286 |
£10.50

Confidently teach the two new Language A
courses with a variety of resources to help you
plan engaging syllabi, timelines and lessons
that are aligned to the concept-based learning
approach.

Everything you need to deliver a rich, concept-based approach for the new IB
Diploma English Language & Literature and English Literature courses. These
resources also identify opportunities to make connections across the syllabus,
with explicit reference to TOK, EE and CAS.

£44

£38

PRINT

PRINT

Language A for the IB Diploma: Concept-based
learning | Kathleen Clare Waller | 9781510463233 | £44
Textual analysis for English Language & Literature
for the IB Diploma | Carolyn P. Henly, Angela Stancar
Johnson | 9781510467156 | £17.50
Literary analysis for English Literature for the IB
Diploma | Carolyn P. Henly, Angela Stancar Johnson |
9781510467149 | £17.50
DIGITAL

Textual analysis Student eTextbook | 9781510463127 |
£12 + VAT (1 year) £17.50 + VAT (2 years)
Literary analysis Student eTextbook | 9781510463097 |
£12 + VAT (1 year) £17.50 + VAT (2 years)

IB DIPLOMA

IB Diploma Language and Literature

£38
PRINT

English Language & Literature for the IB Diploma
| Lindsay Tandy, Alice Gibbons, Joseph Koszary |
9781510463226 | £38

English Literature for the IB Diploma | Carolyn P. Henly,
Nic Amy, Angela Stancar Johnson, Kathleen Clare Waller
| 9781510467132 | £38

Prepare for Success: English Literature for the IB
Diploma | Carolyn P. Henly, Erik Brandt, Lynn Krumvieda |
9781398307865 | Jan-21 | £18.99

Prepare for Success: English Language & Literature for
the IB Diploma | Angela Stancar Johnson, Colin Pierce |
9781398307872 | Jan-21 | £18.99

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

Student eTextbook | 9781510463035 | £25 + VAT (1 year)
£38 + VAT (2 years)

Student eTextbook | 9781510462991 | £25 + VAT (1 year)
£38 + VAT (2 years)

Whiteboard eTextbook | 9781510463042 | £175 + VAT

Whiteboard eTextbook | 9781510463004 | £175 + VAT

Prepare for Success Boost eBook | 9781398342330 |
Feb-21 | £10

Prepare for Success Boost eBook | 9781398342347 |
Feb-21 | £10

hoddereducation.co.uk/Studies-Lang-Lit-IB-Diploma
Keep up-to-date: get the latest news and free samples by signing up to our eUpdates: hoddereducation.com/eupdates
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WE’RE
HERE TO
HELP
To place your order or for any queries, please contact our team:
Email: international.catalogue@hoddereducation.com
To find your local Hodder Education representative please visit
www.hoddereducation.com/agents

TRY EVERYTHING
FOR FREE
Evaluate print titles free for 30 days online
If you’re registered to a school or college, you can sign-up for
free eInspection copies in three easy steps.
1. 	Find the book at www.hoddereducation.com and select
‘Order eInspection copy’ and add to basket.
2. 	Go to your basket and checkout. If you don’t already have
an account with us, you’ll need to register as a teacher at
your institution – this only takes a minute!
3. 	A link will be sent to your email within 24 hours for
resources that are available. Click for access and feel free
to share the link with your colleagues.
Please recycle this catalogue when you have finished with it.
ISBN: 9781398343351

Created with teachers and students
in schools across the globe, Boost is
the next generation in digital learning
for schools, bringing quality content
and new technology together in one
interactive website. Learn more at
hoddereducation.com/Boost

